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The ransacker
This story begins (maybe) in Visalia, Tulare County, California, where -
between April 1973 and December 1975- a wave of over one hundered
bizarre theft episodes occurs. The mysterious thief is nicknamed «The
Ransacker».
Bizarre behaviour of the Ransacker included a preference for personal
objects (photographs, wedding rings…), stamp collections and cosmetic
creams, whereas valuable items in the houses that were broken into
were often spared.
Housbreaking was often accompanied by acts of vandalism, sometimes
just nasty tricks (unplugging household appliances, stealing of one
earring per pair…).
On the night of 11th September 1975 a dramatic episode occurs: a 16-
year old girl is attacked in her own bedroom at kinfe and gun point by a
man wearing a balaclava. The girl is dragged in the rear garden of the
house. The girl’s father, woken up by the noise, faces the aggressor in
the garden but is shot and dies… Forensic firearm examination of the
bullet indicates it may come from a gun stolen 10 days earlier in one of
the Ransacker’s thefts.
On the 11th December 1975 the local police almost catches the
Ransacker who, however, manages to escape (by firing some bullets).
Pursuers describe him as «robust», «with curious physical proportions»,
«clumsy in his movements», «with high-pitched voice», «having a pale,
round, child-like face».
After this episode, the Ransacker apparently disappears…



The East Area rapist
From June 1976 to December 1979 the area east of San Francisco is
affected by a wave of 50 rape cases, possibly committed by the same
individual. The unknown rapist is dubbed «The East Area rapist» (EAR).
The rapist strikes at night-time, in one-storey single-family houses. In
the beginning he targets women living alone or single mothers.
However, starting from 2nd April 1977, couples are attacked: the EAR,
before raping his female victim, forces her to tie the man.
EAR’s modus operandi has something in common with the Ransacker:
- each attack appears carefully planned through previous stakeouts
- rape is often accompanied by theft of personal objects of little value
- often, before raping his victims, the EAR makes use of cosmetic

creams found in the house
However, several apparent differences with the Ransacker are present,
so that no link is made:
- shoeprints of EAR and Ransacker found outside of attacked houses

seem different
- EAR apparently dislikes stamp collections
- mostly, the identikit made by victims does not overlap: the EAR is

described as «thin» (tough with «robust legs»). He is caucasian, 175-
180 cm tall, between 25-30 years old, with rather long blond hair.

EAR

Ransacker



The original night stalker
Between October 1979 and July 1981 in southern California, a series of
sexual aggressions similar to those of the EAR’s culminate in the killing
of a single woman and four couples.
The author of these crimes will be later nicknamed the «Original night
stalker» (ONS), to distinguish him from another rapist and killer that
operated in California between 1984 and 1985, dubbed the «Night
stalker». A further case of rape and homicide of a single woman possibly
committed by ONS in may 1986 will be later identified.

EAR

Ransacker

ONS

Robert Offerman & Debra Manning 30.12.1979 Charlene & Lyman Smith 13.03.1980 

Keith & Patrice Harrington 19.08.1980 Manuela Witthuhn 6.2.1981 Cheril Domingo & Gregory Sanchez 27.7.1981 Janelle Cruz 4.5.1986



70’s and 80’s scientific evidence

• Ransacker/EAR/ONS apparently wear gloves: almost no relevant fingerprints are found at the different crime scenes and
no matching fingerprints are found between cases (link between the two criminals is simply based on modus operandi)

• One of the victims fought with the EAR, hurting him. Analysis of ABO blood groups identifies at the crime scene
bloodstains of group B (as the victim) and group A (~50% of Caucasians are group A).

• In the last murder attributed to ONS in 1986 semen stains are found. Forensic serology indicates that the ONS is «non
secretor» (a person who does not present water-soluble ABO blood group antigens in his/hers body fluids). The
percentage of non secretors is ~25%.

• At the time DNA analysis breaks in, at the end of the 90’s, EAR rapes had become statute-barred and relevant evidence
destroyed (Ransacker’s murder case had no biological evidence). But Contra Costa County police forgot to destroy its
evidence: 3 rape cases linked by the same DNA profile

• Between 1996 and 1998, DNA confirms that 3 of the ONS murders (Smith, Harrington, Witthuhn) were committed by the
same individual, who was also the autor of the Cruz 1986 rape/murder previously not linked to ONS

• It took until 2001 to realize that ONS’ DNA corresponds to that of EAR found in Contra Costa cases

• ONS/EAR DNA finding are instrumental in leading in 2004 to the passing of Proposition 69 that creates a criminal DNA
database in the State of California

• In 2011 LT-DNA technology allowed investigators to definitely link to EAR/ONS the 1979 Domingo-Sanchez homicide



Suspects

✓ 1979 A man found sleeping in a car in the area of activity of EAR is arrested. The car is similar to one previously spotted
possibly in connection with EAR’s aggressions. The man has a criminal record for burglary and his identikit (including shoe
size) corresponds to that of EAR. Exonerated because secretor

✓ 2001 A match with a fingerprint found at one of EAR’s crime scenes is found in the national criminal fingerprint database.
The fingerprint belongs to a subject with a criminal record for theft who died in 1996. Further investigations indicated that
he was a friend of the victim’s boyfriend. The two had a quarrel a few days before the rape and thereafter the victim’s and
boyfriend’s flat was burglarized (possibly by the suspect who then left the stain). Exonerated by DNA analysis on the
exhumed body

✓ 2007 A man who in april 1977, a few hours after an EAR attack, was found in the surroundings and put in police custody
(but released soon after) because of a matching identikit and the presence of cosmetic cream in his car is suspected..
Exonerated by DNA

✓ 2011 Forensic serology tests performed on 1979 suspect are questioned. Further evidence against him is collected: he
apparently knew some of the EAR’s victims; he had had a male elementary school teacher (quite uncommon in the USA in
the 50’s) and after one of EAR’s attacks investigators had found near the crime scene a notebook sheet, possibly written by
the EAR himself, insulting his former male elementary school teacher; he had a facial scar similar to that reported by one
EAR’s victim; whereabouts unknown (on the run?) since 2003, when interest on EAR/ONS crimes resurfaced. When finally
found, exonerated by DNA



The www breaks in…

✓ In 2006 McNamara starts the «True Crime Diary» website, a community for amateur investigators of cold cases
✓ McNamara develops a specific interest for the EAR/ONS, whom she dubbes the «Golden State killer» (GSK), involving in

her reasearch and networking several police officers (many retired) who investigated GSK crimes
✓ She takes advantage of emerging internet resources. In her most promising lead, she cross-checks postal codes of public

libraries outside California that acquired an obscure self-published book by one retired policeman who once worked on
the GSK cases with addresses of former convicted offenders for sex crimes drawn from national database (assuming that
the GSK could be pleased of reading of himself, while California matches could be false leads due to local interest). She
finds a particularly interesting match in Nebraska: through an amatorial genealogy website she learns that the suspect’s
mother and ex-wife both live in the Sacramento area; from photos on his facebook page is evident the suspect has a bull
tattoo on his forearm (something reported by one of EAR’s victims). Exonerated by DNA

Michelle McNamara (1970-2016)



Great expectations

✓ When in 2004 California starts its criminal DNA database there were high
hopes this could lead to the solution of several cold cases including the
EAR/ONS/GSK case

✓ Sadly this wasn’t true for the GSK case: no direct match is found between
the EAR/ONS/GSK DNA profile and those archived in the database since
2004

✓ In 2008 California started familial searching in the criminal DNA database
(see resource [1] pagg. 14-23) with multiple success, including some high-
profile cases.

✓ No possible parent/child or sib of GSK identified through familial searching



Direct to consumer genetic testing

✓ Carrier testing for diseases (e.g.
cystic fibrosis)

✓ Pharmacogenomic testing
✓ Testing for predisposition to:
- complex diseases (hereditary
cancer, cardiovascular disease,
depression...)
- physical abilities (e.g. genetic
variants of muscle fibers)
✓ Testing of genetic traits for food

intolerances



It is estimated that, at the end of 2019, ~10% of US
citizens has performed an ancestry DTC test

https://www.23andme.com/en-int/ancestry-composition-guide/

https://www.23andme.com/en-int/ancestry-composition-guide/


✓ In the beginning ancestry DTC test were limited to Y-SNPs and mtDNA sequencing, but later moved to genotyping of
500.000-900.000 using DNA microarray technology

✓ A 2012 study from researchers of the DTC company 23andMe demonstrated that by ancestry testing there was a ~90%
chance to identify 3rd cousins and a ~50% chance to identify 4th cousins ([2] Henn et al. PloS ONE 2012)

• degree of cousinship corresponds to the n+1 number of generations back to the most recent common ancestor

✓ length of DNA segments that are consistent with identity by descent (IBD) from a common ancestor, were used to detect
relatively distantly related individuals

• Because recombination breaks down these shared segments rapidly, pairs of relatives vary in the number and length of
shared segments that they inherit from a common ancestor, depending on the degree of relatedness

✓ To infer IBD, authors scanned each
pair of genomes (typed with 650k-
550k DNA chips in HGDP and
23andMe populations) for long runs
of genotype pairs that lack ‘‘opposite
homozygotes’’

✓ ‘‘IBDhalf’’ = sum of the lengths (in
cM) of genomic segments where two
individuals share DNA identical by
state for at least one of the
homologous chromosomes

Pairs of 
individuals 
sharing less 

than 7 cM were 
considered to 

have zero 
IBDhalf



✓ Drawing from pools of
computationally-phased haplotypes
from HGDP-CEPH and 23andMe
population samples, authors
simulated extended family pedigrees
of 11 generations assuming random
mating of individuals from the sample

• joint distribution of IBDhalf and
number of IBDhalf segments is shown
for simulated relationships of
Europeans

✓ In populations with moderate to high
mean IBDhalf (due to isolation,
endogamy, founder effect...), IBDhalf
alone cannot be used to distinguish
accurately between 5th or greater
cousinships

fraction of pairs that share at least one IBDhalf
segment  ≥7 cM

fraction of nth degree cousins detected 
using IBD algorithm and based on 

simulated pedigrees

Assuming 3600 cM
for whole genome



✓ DTC ancestry tests can be used to get in touch with distant, unknown
relatives, or by adopted children to identify their biological parents.

✓ A limit to this researches is that, obviously, each provider offert to
costumers tools to crossmatch their data exclusively with other
costumers of the same company.

✓ DTC services, however, offer costumers the opportunity to download
their own raw data (a txt file with hundred thousands of SNP
genotypes).

✓ In 2010 a retired businessman and a transportation engineer from
Florida with a knack for genealogy created GEDmatch, an amateur
website that enables DTC costumers to aggregate and compare raw
data from different DTC companies and integrate them with GEDCOM
files (standard input/output format for specialized genealogy software
used to record, organize, and publish genealogical data).



✓ In 2017 Contra Costa County forensic analyst Paul Holes, who in 1997 contributed to the
identification of EAR’s DNA, discovers an untouched evidence item from the Smith
murder (1980) possibly yielding abundant and high molecular weight DNA of
EAR/ONS/GSK. Police submits the sample to a DTC provider (passing it for a sample from
a regular costumer) and for 99$ get the EAR/ONS/GSK raw data.

✓ Transferred to GEDmatch the raw data return around ten possible 3rd cousins.

Paul Holes
IBDhalf

Longest IBD 
segment

DTC 
provider

Overlapping
SNPs

Details of IBD 
chromosomal regions

Link to 
GEDCOM 

file

email



✓ 3rd cousins share their great great
parents: in the case of the GSK,
considering his likely age) they must
have lived at the beginning of the XiX
century

✓ Holes then seeked help from a
professional genealogist (Barbara
Rae-Venter) to perform traditional
genealogy research, combing
through public records to determine,
for each possible GSK relative, the
identities of each generation’s
parents.

Greytak et al. Forensic Sci Int 2019



✓ Once possible common ancestors have been identified, the family trees must then be built forward in time to elucidate the
possible identities of the unknown individual. This can be helped by genetic data:

• Ancestry information of the unknown subject can point to some branch of the pedigree (e.g. if the unknown has 25% Native
American ancestry, searching for a possible grandparent of known Native American origin)

• Lineage markers (Y, mtDNA) and X chromosome IBD regions help to understand if unknown and match are related through
father or mother, and to exclude some branches (e.g. males sharing X iBD regions cannot be linked by two males in a row)

• health risk report predicted through SNPs (promethease.com) can point to some branch of the pedigree

• If matches do not share any DNA with one another, they are likely related to the unknown individual on different branches of
his/her family tree, and the genetic genealogist can then search for an intersection (“triangulation”) between the two
matches’ families to narrow the list of suspects

Greytak et al. Forensic Sci Int 2019



With all these expedients, genealogical research lead to
hundreds of possible identities for the GSK, that were
painstakingly checked via conventional investigations:

• sex
• age
• alive and physically capable of committing the crime at the

time it occurred
• living close to the location of the crime
• EVC derived from yearbook photos, social media…

A final short list of candidates was directly investigated by
conventional STR typing and comparison with the GSK profile
through biological samples surreptitiously obtained by police
forces

On April 2018, 45 years from the first Ransacker episode, a
direct STR match was announced.

“The best closed door is one that can be left open”
(Chinese proverb)



EAR’s identikit!!!
Joseph James DeAngelo, born in 1945, from 1973 to 1976 he was a burglary
unit police officer in Exeter (Tulare County). By 1976, DeAngelo had been
promoted to sergeant and was in charge of the Exeter Police Department's
"Joint Attack on Burglary" program. From June 1976 he served in Placer
County until July 1979, when he fired after being arrested for shoplifting a
hammer and dog repellent. In 1980 he moved to Citrus Heights
(Sacramento County) and his employment history in the 80’s is unknown.
He still resided in Citrus Heights, with a daughter and grandaughter, at the
time of arrest in 2018.

Ransacker
(1973-1975)

EAR 
(1976-1979)



All’s well that ends well?

✓ DeAngelo is actually charged with 8 counts of first-
degree murder and 13 kidnapping and abduction
attempts (owing to California's statute of limitations
he could not be charged with 1970s rapes)

✓ In the 9 months following the capture of GSK, 27
authors of cold case crimes were identified by
means of genetic genealogy

[3] Greytak et al. Forensic Sci Int 2019



Concerns [4]

✓ Technical

• DNA amounts required to generate data are higher (≥1 ng) than those needed in
forensic STR typing: further evaluation and validation of microarray and whole
genome sequencing platforms for forensic genealogy purposes is needed

• The same apply for effects on genotyping of DNA degradation and possible
mixtures in forensic samples

• Companies and websites use proprietary methods for generating matches; only in
some cases algorithms have been published in peer reviewed journals for general
evaluation

• All software evaluation was done on reference samples, neglecting possible effects
on matching algorithms of increased genotyping errors and rate of missing data
expected in forensic samples

Genetic genealogy is
just an investigative 

tool.
The proper

identification will be 
done through a 

conventional STR 
profile match done

by accreditated
forensic laboratories

So purely technical 
concerns could be 

put aside…



Concerns [4]

✓ Ethical

• People who contributed with their samples
to DTC genetic genealogy databases may not
have had (at least before the GSK case)
awareness of potential use of their data for
law enforcement purposes

• DTC companies cannot ensure who the
actual donor of a sample is and if collection
was legitimate or not (minors), also they
cannot prevent that misleading genetic and
genealogical information is uploaded in
genetic genealogy databases on purpose

GEDmatch contributors have been given the opportunity to opt-out, but
what if the crime-related unknown DNA samples was uploaded
surreptitiously (like in the GSK case) and therefore could not be
identified as a sample uploaded for law enforcement purposes?

Colin Pitchfork



Concerns [4]

✓ Ethical

• With the progressive increase in number of
people taking DTC tests, in the near future it
will not be necessary to be in the actual DTC
genetic genealogy database to be identified as
a potential relative of an unknown crime stain,
since some of our (known/unknown) relatives
will be in the database!

• Indirict involvment in a genetic genealogy
investigation may reveal unknown relationships
or exclude assumed relationships

• It is expected that when ~2% (~3 millions) of Americans
of European descent will be included in the database
there will be a 99% probability for any individual to have
a 3rd cousin in the database and a 65% probability to
have a 2nd cousin (Erlich et al. Science 2018)

• Please note that GEDmatch included ~1 million
individuals in 2018 (most of them of European origin)



Concerns [4]

✓ Ethical

• There are privacy issues regarding the ways data
are stored and protected (especially in amateur
databases), compared to high security levels
granted by public criminal DNA databases

• No legislation and very few operational guidelines
are presently available to define when, who, and
how is entitled to perform genetic genealogy
investigations in criminal cases

• Limitation to major crimes (murder/rape) due to
possible privacy issue

• Limitation to cold cases still unsolved after traditional
investigations

• Access regulation for law enforcement agencies
• Regulation for reference sample collection and storage

of DNA from potential suspect’s relatives or suspects
• Public information regarding use of DTC genetic

genealogy databases by law enforcement agencies (all
cases, including false leads, not only success stories)

Among the leading companies in the field of DTC testing, AncestryDNA
and 23andMe do not accept transfers (from other DTC companies),
and do not permit law enforcement agencies to access their databases
(unless required by valid legal process).
In January 2019 FTDNA announced that they were collaborating with
the FBI and allowing them to upload DNA profiles and create accounts
with the same level of access as ordinary users. Existing customers
could choose to opt out of matching but this would mean that they
would not benefit from the services they had paid for.
In November 2019 a Florida judge ordered GEDmatch to provide
access to the whole database (including samples of subjects who
opted-out) in order to solve a cold case


